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Glossary
CCC – Community Consultative Committee
A group of people brought together by the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR)
or the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (DIPNR) to
consider the impact of a proposed mine on the community and the environment. A
CCC can be a condition of consent approval placed on a mine by DIPNR.
CoI – Commission of Inquiry
The Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) conducts a Commission of Inquiry
(CoI) for each new mining lease that it grants. Public submission can be made to a
CoI.
DIPNR – Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Natural Resources
http://www.dipnr.nsw.gov.au/
These portfolios were amalgamated to form an urban planning monolith. DIPNR is a
consent authority for mining as it manages the conditions of consent that are placed
on any mine before the mine gains approval from the Department of Mineral
Resources (DMR) to commence mining. DIPNR also convenes Community
Consultative Committees (CCC’s).
DMR – Department of Mineral Resources
http://www.minerals.nsw.gov.au
DMR is the primary consent authority for coal mining. It is also the state’s key
advocate for the mining industry. It comes under the umbrella of the Department of
Primary Industries (DPI).
DMR grants mining companies with a mining lease. The department conducts a
Commission of Inquiry (CoI) for each new mining lease that it grants. The company
then develops a mine plan, which may include an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), and which must gain approval from the Department of Infrastructure, Planning
and Natural Resources (DIPNR) before the actual mining can commence.
DPI – Department of Primary Industries
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/
A departmental re-structure moved the Department of Mineral Resources into the
Department of Primary Industries. The department also handles agriculture, fisheries
and forests.
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EIA – Environmental Impact Assessment
A generic term that usually refers to an EIS (below).
EIS – Environmental Impact Study
The Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) uses information provided in a Review
of Environmental Factors (REF) to assess any significant environmental impact on
the environment. If the department considers that a proposed mine is likely to have a
significant environmental impact then the company must produce an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS).
After the company completes the EIS it goes on public exhibition and public
submissions are sought. The community spends hundreds of hours researching and
preparing submissions, which the Department of Mineral Resources considers before
they approve the mine.
REF – Review of Environmental Factors
http://www.minerals.nsw.gov.au/environment/Assessment_Reports
Under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, the department of
Mineral Resources (DMR) must consider the environmental impact of certain
activities before approving them. This normally takes the form of a Review of
Environmental Factors (REF), which consists of either an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) or an Environmental Impact Study (EIS).
There is no requirement for the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) to display a
Review of Environmental Factors (REF) or receive submissions from the community.
SMP – Subsidence Management Plan
http://www.minerals.nsw.gov.au/environment/
An approval process for underground coal mining run by the Department of Mineral
Resources (DMR). Once a new mining lease or existing mine extension is approved,
coal companies can commence first workings, which involves building the
infrastructure needed to operate the mine e.g. roads, buildings, electrical.
The company then needs to prepare a subsidence management plan that must be
approved before underground coal mining can commence. This may include an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). A new approval process for the
management of subsidence due to underground coal mining was introduced by DMR
in 2004.
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Overview
In April 2005, Greens MLC Lee Rhiannon hosted a community based Coal Issues
Forum at NSW Parliament House. The idea for the forum came from Bev Smiles, a
community campaigner from the Hunter region of NSW.
Over 50 people from across the state attended the forum to share their experiences
of the adverse affects that coal mining was having on their community. Their stories
are touched upon in this report.
Some people were local residents who had never been involved in community
activism before. Others belonged to peak environment groups or were more
seasoned community campaigners. They were united by a common aim – to hold
the government and the coal mining industry to better account for the impact that the
coal mining industry is having on their communities and the environment.
The forum participants resolved unanimously to form an alliance of coal affected
communities. They exchanged ideas, telephone numbers and email addresses.
Since that time more people have joined the alliance and more meetings have been
held, such as the forum held in Lithgow in July 2005 (pictured below).
The idea for this report grew out of the sentiments expressed at the forum. People
are sick and tired of the relentless spin they receive from the government and the
glossy brochures and reports produced by mining companies. It is an antidote to the
hundreds of letters and reports written by ministers, bureaucrats and mining
executives that often deny the problems, evade the issues, obscure the facts or avoid
the answers.

Coal Communities meeting in Lithgow, July 2005
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The big picture
“Climate change is the biggest issue facing the world … it’s changing
our environment forever.” (former NSW Premier Bob Carr – SMH,
17/2/05)
The Government talks big, but actions speak louder than words. In May 2005, then
Premier Carr chose to walk away from encouraging investment in a clean energy
future for NSW and instead plunged the state into a future black with polluting coal
when he foreshadowed the construction of another coal fired power station in NSW.
The government’s decision to invest in more coal fired power is short sighted and
misguided. Governments should be encouraging people to reduce power demands,
not encouraging more consumption. We need smarter, cleaner ways to generate
power, and greater incentives to use power more wisely.
When The Greens and environment groups think about coal, they think about climate
chaos and the harm caused to native vegetation, rivers and streams, cliff faces and
floodplains, and the impact that coal mining activities have on threatened and
endangered species that must eke out a living alongside the mines.
Though coal will power our lives for many years to come, any strategic investment in
power generation should be directed towards a more sustainable energy sector. By
further investing in coal fired power, the government is missing the mark, letting down
the people of NSW along with the environment.
The government is slow to accept that we can no longer continue to mine and burn
coal, to pollute and damage the earth, in the way that we have since coal mining
began in NSW over 200 years ago. The coal industry is a powerful economic force
in NSW and coal communities have traditionally supported the industry for better or
worse. In the 21st century there is a growing awareness of the impact that coal has
on our climate, lands and waterways and community expectations are changing.

The challenge
for the state
government
is to better plan
for our future
and to better
enforce the
regulations that
were intended to
protect mining
communities
and their local
environment.
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At the coalface
People who are dealing with the problems caused by coal mining in their community
are concerned about climate change, but their attentions are focussed more closely
on their day-to-day interactions with government bodies and mining companies.
The people and communities featured in this report have expended huge amounts of
time and energy to try and represent their concerns to the authorities, to gain and
hold some sway with the regulation of coal mining. Their concerns are real and
genuine, sometimes dire, and yet their collective story is one of frustration at the way
that the NSW government manages the regulation of coal mining.
The economic might of coal companies and their resulting influence on government
is formidable. They employ public relations consultants and community relations
managers to lobby government and produce glossy brochures to pacify concerned
residents. They use consultants to manage their projects so that they meet the
requirements for approval, knowing full well that once a mining approval is granted, it
will never be revoked. No mining approval has ever been revoked in the history of
coal mining in NSW.
The Department of Mineral Resources has an inherent conflict of interest as both the
state’s coal mining regulator and the primary mining advocate in NSW. Lauded as
the cornerstone of this state’s economy, coal mining has historically been treated as
an operation of state significance. Government ministers are well versed in the
reverent discourse used to talk up the coal industry whenever concerns are raised.
Mining legislation is strongly biased towards the mining companies. The mining acts
need to be amended to reform the environmental impact study and community
consultation process. The environmental provisions in the mining acts also need to
be strengthened, whereby the terms of mining approvals can be changed or
withdrawn after the initial approval is granted, if sufficient risk to the environment can
be shown.
The needs of local communities and the environment are slowly gaining more
prominence. The Department of Mineral Resources introduced some positive
changes last year but the rate of regulatory reform is too slow. The Department of
Planning, Infrastructure and Natural Resources (DIPNR) cannot properly manage its
own conditions of consent that it places on new mines and mine extensions and for
some coal mines, community consultation is proving to be a sham.
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Members of the community are not regarded as ‘key stakeholders’ in mining
approvals. Community concerns are routinely ignored in favour of the concerns of
the mining giants who are reaping multi-billion dollar profits at the expense of the
environment.
Recurrent themes for local people living in coal mining communities are:

- problems of noise and dust pollution
- groundwater contamination
- damage to rivers and waterways due to
subsidence caused by longwall mining.
- concerns for the loss of pristine native
habitat and vegetation
- threats to vulnerable, threatened and
endangered species
- inadequate compensation for subsidence
caused by mining
- sub-standard mine site rehabilitation
- poor quality of EIS
- mining companies that only invest little back
into local communities
- lack of independent monitoring of the
effects of coal mining operations on:
"#
"#
"#
"#
"#
"#

human health
air quality
water quality
soil quality
subsidence
loss of jobs

People shouldn’t have to give up their valuable time and spend years dealing with
governments to have these serious issues properly managed.
Giant coal companies, already making billions of dollars, are profiting even further
because the NSW government is failing to properly regulate their mining activities.
Profits that should be curtailed in the planning phase of mines to minimise risks to the
local environment, or spent on the proper rehabilitation of mine sites, are instead
flowing straight into shareholders’ pockets. Mining communities and the environment
are the big losers.
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Coal Affected
Communities
In coal mining affected communities, the issues are all similar. It is simply the
location and the coal company that changes.
The rapid increase of new coal mining proposals, extensions to existing mines and
reworking of old mines in NSW is causing growing concern in affected communities.
With the price of coal at a record high these problems can be expected to escalate.
The community’s ability to participate in the approval and monitoring of coal mines in
their local area is being seriously tested.
The NSW government seems unwilling or unable to exercise firm control over the
coal industry. Short-term treasury and employment gains are given priority over longterm, ongoing costs to the community and the environment.
There are groups of people affected by past, existing and proposed coal mining
operations in all the major coalfields such as the Hunter, Newcastle, Central Coast,
Mudgee, Lithgow, south-western Sydney, Illawarra and southern NSW areas.

photo courtesy of Glendonbrook Action Group

A key outcome of the NSW Coal Issues Forum is the broader perspective that local
communities have gained. Problems that were once dealt with in their local context
are now being understood in a regional context, or as a systemic problem caused by
the current regulatory system in NSW.
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Hunter Coalfields
The Port of Hunter is the world’s largest exporter of coal and the Hunter region is
Australia’s largest producer of coal-fired electricity. There are 40 open cut mines in
the Hunter Valley, covering more than 520 square kilometres or approximately 20%
of the Hunter floor. About 30% of the local coal is used in the power industry to
produce 25% of Australia’s electricity.

Some parts of the Hunter Valley have been totally given over to mining. This map
(above) of the Singleton/Muswellbrook region shows how the towns are surrounded
by mining projects.
Open cut coal mines have transformed large parts of the Hunter into a lunar
landscape. The surreal aerial photograph featured on the cover of this document
shows the enormous scale of open cut coal mining in the Upper Hunter area.
Environmental Impact
The government has not adequately considered the cumulative impacts of open-cut
coal mines and power stations in the Hunter.
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Changed landscapes, disturbed micro climates, loss of remnant vegetation and
biodiversity, the over-use of Hunter River water for heavy industry and poor
rehabilitation practices for ecosystems affected by mining all combine to create a
grave impact on the environment.
Water
There are major water problems being caused by mining in the Hunter Valley.
Groundwater, borewater and wells are being lost. Aquifers are being interfered with,
connectivity with streams is being disrupted and acid mine drainage is occuring. On
the surface, contaminated water is discharged and streams are diverted. Water
quality is being continually degraded. The Hunter region experiences acid rain.
Mining companies are not meeting their responsibility to clean up their mess, even
though this is one of the many conditions of consent placed on coal companies to
gain approval to open a mine.
The Kurri Kurri land care group is building a lime dousing plant to clean the degraded
water near their local mine. This work should be done by the mining company, as a
condition of their ongoing mine approval. But under the current regime, once a
company has gained mine approval, they are free to operate in contravention to their
conditions of consent. In rare cases, a mining company may be asked to pay a small
fee for failing to meet their conditions of consent.
Human Health
The operational noise and vibrations - blasting, low frequency machine vibration,
truck transportation, rail movements – all disturb the sleep of residents who live
nearby to the mines as they operate 24 hours a day. This has a severe impact on
people’s lives for years on end. And yet, there are no fixed standards and the noise
pollution goes largely unmonitored.
The air quality near mine sites is also routinely compromised. In March 2005,
Wybong Road at Muswellbrook was closed due to blasting at the nearby mine. An
unsightly dust cloud rose 200-300 metres into the air (below).
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No regional monitoring systems have been established for dust particulates, noise
pollution or vibrations. There is little consideration of the impact of these
developments on the long-term wellbeing of the community.
Social Costs
Mining communities in the Hunter region also face enormous social issues, such as
the loss of community brought about by the halting of inter-generational home
ownership and relocation. When a mining company buys up properties, hundreds of
landowners and their families can be displaced from their communities. This creates
a jarring effect in the local community, and can cause a divide between miners and
farmers.
There is also a tremendous loss of cultural heritage in the region. Historical buildings
are lost or destroyed after mining. Aboriginal heritage sites with special spiritual
significance are also lost or destroyed. Large areas of land are lost to the community
for long periods of time once they become part of a mine site.
Large coal companies are profiting enormously from coal. Yet there is declining
employment in the coal industry compared to alternative industries such as
agriculture, tourism, viticulture, clean industry, and renewable energy. There is also
a lack of investment in these alternative industries.
The regional focus, along with the funding, has all been drawn into support for the
coal and coal-fired power industries, rather than clean industry and renewable energy
systems. This strategic failure will have a long-term adverse impact on the Hunter
community.

Hunter Minewatch
Minewatch is a community group that was formed in the Hunter region of NSW to
monitor the damage that coal mining was causing to the local environment.
Local academics and many people in the community were concerned about the
impact of mining on their community. They received no government support because
mining companies were being licensed by the government to trickle polluted mine
water into the river.
Contaminated water continued to be pumped further and further downstream where
the land is used for farming. Farmers and residents got sick of it and so Minewatch
was formed.
The following before and after photographs of Bowmans Creeks illustrate the scope
of the damage that led residents to form Minewatch.
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The creek was destroyed overnight after underground mining.

photograph by Geoff Marshall

Anvil Hill Project Watch Association
Anvil Hill is the site of a proposed open cut mine owned by Centennial Coal. The
Anvil Hill mine proposal will divert two creeks and destroy two others as the mine site
is the natural catchment for Wybong creek.
Early this year, Centennial Hunter conducted its initial community consultation in a
manner that made it very difficult for the broader community and other interested
parties to participate in. There are over 200 members of the community directly
affected by the proposal.
Members of the Community Consultative Committee (CCC) were given 4 days notice
to attend a presentation of the mine proposal. There was no notice of the meeting or
the presentation from Centennial Hunter in the local newspapers. The regular venue
of the meeting was also changed without proper notification. As a result, only two of
the five community committee members attended along with nine other people.
Some people who attended the regular meetings went to the old venue and missed
- 14 -

what they thought was a normal meeting.
When Centennial Coal was asked to run the presentation again with more notice, the
company flatly refused. Nor would they provide a copy of the presentation. Instead,
the undertook to visit all the landholders individually and give them a personal
overview of the proposal – a well used tactic of divide and conquer.

This example is typical of the inadequate community consultation process that drives
people living in coal communities to join resident action groups.
The Anvil Hill Project Watch Association seeks to protect the irreplaceable
woodlands habitat of Wybong.

denman pomaderris

grey crowned babbler

The group has fundraised to fund enquiries, pay for individual consultants to do
surveys and attend meetings with DIPNR, who has responsibility for placing
conditions of consent upon all mining approvals. The association also runs a project
to identify and protect the indigenous heritage, fauna and flora of Wybong.
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Bickham Coal Action Group
In 2001, locals in the Murrurundi Shire in the Hunter Valley heard rumours that a coal
mine was being planned for the area.
The newly formed Bickham Coal Company duly sought to remove a 25,000 tonne
bulk coal extract (below) as a test. They also sought to take up to 250,000
megalitres of water from the Pages River. The mine owners claimed that the aquifer
under the mine was separate from the Pages River, and that it was not connected in
any way. In fact, the aquifer fed the river and residents feared that the river would be
diverted into the coalmine.
In this image (below) you can see that some of the coal seams Bickham Coal wanted
to mine butted up to the riverbank.

In 2003, hundreds of residents wrote to the Department of Mineral Resources with
concerns about the environmental impact of the proposed mine.
At first the Department confirmed this but then denied it. Despite assurances, the
Department also failed to keep the community informed about the mine proposal.
The coal company promised the community geological information, but later told
them it would not release it.
After many months of waiting for advice, the Bickham Action Group finally asked the
NSW Ombudsman to step in.
In 2004, the government granted approval for the bulk sample to proceed (below).
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You can read the statement given by the Minister for Mineral Resources at:
http://www.minerals.nsw.gov.au/MediaReleases/23/21_11_03

Upper Goulburn River
Downstream from the Xstrata owned Ulan Coal mine are the Goulburn River gorges,
near the Goulburn River national park.
The Ulan mines have created a poorly designed diversion, where 8km of the
Goulburn River has been diverted to allow for opencut mining of the river. The
riverbank is eroded (see below) because of problems stabilising the riverbanks.
Limited baseline studies of the river were done at the start of the mine due to a
dispute over who was responsible for conducting the study.
Trickle discharge from the mine into the river over 15 years has resulted in the
formation of salt banks. The mine’s Community Consultation Committee was
encouraged to look for alternatives.
One solution was to release the better quality water down the river for irrigation and
store the poorer quality water. However, the amount of water that the mine makes
was grossly underestimated. The initial estimate of 2-3 megalitres per day has now
reached over 11 megalitres, and could reach up to 20 megalitres per day.
This means the irrigation scheme is not a viable long term solution as it can only
support around 5-6 megalitres of water and there would be too much poor quality
water left over.
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Another solution was to attempt to concentrate the worst of the mine water by using
bug guns to spray the water into air (below). Some water evaporates and the rest
falls back down and is stored in the mine, reducing the overall volume of water but
not addressing the water quality.

Big guns spray mine water into the air to reduce its volume through evaporation
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The plan is then to release the stored water into the Goulburn River during periods of
high flows. The discharge protocol is still being worked out. Local residents are
worried about the long term effects of this practice, and the precedent it may set for
subsequent mines in the area.
The Goulburn River now dries up every summer, which it never used to. There are
concerns that new mines will disturb the buried overburden and might cause more
salt to be released.
The EIS process has proven to be very faulty. The Ulan mine now produces from
underground operations the amount of water in 2005 that was predicted for 2018.
This was the basis on which mining approval was granted. There are no conditions
of rehabilitation placed on the mine.

Wilpinjong
Residents are opposing the Wilpinjong open cut coal mine near Wollar and Mudgee
which threatens to dry up the artesian water bores on neighbouring properties. The
company is refusing to offer any compensation to landholders should their bores be
damaged.
Excel Coal Limited is projected to earn $12 billion in revenue over the 15 year life of
the mine. Yet the government will not compel them to compensate landowners for
the damage they will cause to their water supplies and the surrounding western
woodlands.
The mine will also need to destroy 15 years of Landcare projects funded by State
and Federal Governments. These revegetation and wetland development projects
were aimed at mitigating a dryland salinity problem in the area. School children and
local community members volunteered hundreds of hours of time, energy, equipment
and expenses to ensure the success of the projects. If the mine is approved most of
the Landcare projects will be destroyed.
Long after the mine has closed down, the affected properties will remain without
water. The short sighted drive for profits is resulting in decisions that will have dire
consequences for future landholders and the environment.

Newcastle coalfields
The Newcastle coalfield is made up of the Central Coast and Lake Macquarie district,
1-2 hours drive north of Sydney. It has at least 3 open cut and 14 underground coal
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mines in existence. In addition, there are at least a further 3 proposed underground
mines and 1 open cut mine on the drawing board.
The most infamous of these mines is the underground mine at the foreshores of
Chain Valley Bay, at the southern end of Lake Macquarie.

Chain Valley Bay
In 1988 the water levels started to creep up in Chain Valley Bay. The residents were
told that it was due to high tides. The government conceded that there had been
some mine subsidence at the lake only when a whole Point sunk under water.
The events that followed brought into question what the government would consider
to be an acceptable level of public accountability in the regulation of mining.
The Mine Subsidence Board undertook repairs, lifting up damaged homes and filling
in the subsidence, over a nightmarish four years. Residents report that at all times
they had problems communicating with the Mine Subsidence Board and the mining
companies. The community received five different accounts of what had occurred.
The Mine Subsidence Board has never told the community exactly how much
subsidence has occurred.
In a deal which cost Powercoal millions, the Department of Mineral Resources, the
Mine Subsidence Board and PowerCoal signed a deed of confidentiality, rendering
them all immune from prosecution. The community asked to see the related
documentation but it seemed that the documents had all disappeared.
Community activists have since found out that some mine pillars were wrongly
removed. They have made unsuccessful attempts to view the plans related to the
removed pillars. To this day, the plans remain hidden from the community that has
borne the brunt of the damage.
In one local case, Powercoal mined underneath a landowner’s property despite not
having permission to mine there. They sank part of the property, along with a nearby
wetland, under the lake. The government did not hold Powercoal to account.
This is not an isolated incident. Similar events have occurred in Newcastle, Myuna
Bay, Gwandelan and Newcastle. The Department of Mineral Resources and the
Mine Subsidence Board have not pursued these cases for the community because of
their inherent conflict of interest as the key mining regulator and the key advocate of
the coal mining industry.
The cost to repair subsidence damage in Chain Valley Bay has been estimated at
$10 million. To date, not more than $2 million has been spent. Yet the Minister for
Mineral Resources spent many thousands of dollars in an attempt to block the
community from getting a document that states that mining had caused subsidence.
For years, the community has been getting the FOI run around, sending off their $30
application and receiving incorrect or inconsistent plans. According to the longitude
and latitude recorded on one map, a landowner’s home was located in the middle of
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the lake! Mining companies don’t have to produce working plans anymore, which
means that the community can no longer access them.
In 1994, the then Minister for Mineral Resources intervened in a $10 million case that
the Mine Subsidence Board was set to take against Powercoal. He used the
confidentiality agreement to resolve the matter in the government’s favour by
granting Powercoal indemnity from prosecution in respect of any criminal offences
connected with its operation or ownership of the mine.

Mandalong Valley
A few years ago, a retired builder of 53 years bought his dream home in the peaceful
Mandalong Valley at the foot of the Watagan mountains. His home is built on 5
concrete slabs with a large stone fireplace.
This year Centennial Coal’s Mandalong Mine will longwall mine directly underneath
his home. The house will be ruined by the subsidence. When a mining expert
visited his home with the mine proposal, his home wasn’t even shown on the map.
Mandalong Valley is approximately 2100 hectares of high quality fertile agricultural
land. It is currently being subjected to longwall coal mining, a process where entire
long coal seams are removed from underneath the ground in panels, and then the
remaining tunnels are allowed to collapse. This is called subsidence.
When longwall mining causes the earth to subside, the ground cracks open.

A large bushrock has cracked open from mining subsidence

The photograph shows the damage caused by subsidence due to longwall mining
over five years ago in the rugged bushland of the Awaba State Forest, near
Mandalong. The damage that the then state owned Powercoal company caused can
never be repaired. Some rocks are still cracking, 5 years after mining has ceased,
from the stresses caused by mining. Some are big enough for a person to fall down.
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The Mandalong Valley is an alluvial flood plain. The proposed long wall coal panels
will cut across several creeks, resulting in subsidence up to three metres deep that
will render the valley like a sheet of corrugated iron. Accordingly, the residents of the
Mandalong Valley were reassured to learn that a flood study would be completed
within six months, before the mine was approved.
In 2004, five and a half years later, the residents were still waiting for the flood study.
They had run successful community awareness campaigns, written umpteen letters,
had even won court cases against the government but still no flood study was
forthcoming.
They tried to engage an independent consultant to prepare one but no such person
could be found. And while Centennial Coal was privvy to all of the government’s data
to prepare its reports and applications, the residents had to pay for any information
they required.
Finally a draft flood study was released to the community a few weeks before the
2004 Christmas holidays. Mining commenced in January 2005, right on schedule.
The Mandalong Progress Association is now pushing for a full environmental
evaluation of the area above the first longwalls to establish the level of damage that
actually occurs. This will test whether the assumptions made by Centennial Coal’s
consultants are correct, and will reassure the community that damage levels are
acceptable. The community will have to live with the legacy of mining long after
Centennial has left the area.

Southern Coalfields
The biggest threat to the environment in the southern coalfields comes from longwall
mining in our water catchments.
There are four big dams in the Upper Nepean River: two supply drinking water to the
Illawarra region and two supply the Sydney region.
There are also four tributary rivers that flow into the Upper Nepean River: the
Cataract River, Bargo River, Cordeaux River and Avon River.
The Upper Nepean dams - the Nepean, Avon, Cordeaux and Cataract Dams - are
not as big as the Warragamba dam out to the west but they are just as crucial for
Sydney’s supply of drinking water.
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Around 20% of Sydney’s water supply is pumped from the upper Nepean River
through the Nepean tunnel to Broughton’s Pass Weir on the lower Cataract River,
and on to the city’s Prospect Reservoir.
The Nepean and Avon dams supply the whole Illawarra/Wollongong region, while the
whole Macarthur region is supplied from a Water Treatment Plant on Broughton’s
Pass Weir. The wall of the weir was cracked by subsidence effects and now
constantly leaks.
The Nepean River, at its source near Robertson, flows through beautiful rugged and
inaccessible gorges, gathering more water from large tributaries and a host of
smaller creeks and streams, and gullies which may only flow intermittently.
For the next one third of its length the river opens out near Camden into fertile river
flats. Here the river supports intensive farming and irrigation systems that supply
much of Sydney’s fresh food, and helps generate 70% of the goods and services
produced in NSW.
But this upper Nepean catchment area is unfortunately also a part of the Southern
Coalfields of NSW. The coal seams here are a glittering prize for the mining
companies, especially now that the price of coal has soared. The whole area has
already been extensively mined, but until recent decades the mining companies had
for the most part avoided damage to rivers, if not to the myriad creeks flowing into
these rivers.
In the past decade, however, coal companies like BHP Billiton have caused
extensive damage to these rivers and tributaries as a result of subsidence cause by
longwall mining. This damage is well documented by the company and the
government.
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Where are the scientists, the environmental engineers and mining engineers who
have studied all these problems in the past? They should be demanding that the
government release this information to the community. But they are silent,
presumably because they rely on the government and the coal industry for their
business.

Cataract River Action Party (CRAP)
The cracking of the Cataract River is the result of a lack of management. Coal
companies like BHP Billiton are not held accountable for the damage they cause to
rivers. They are not asked to spend millions of dollars to repair these problems. They
are not prevented from causing the problems.
When BHP Billiton mined for coal under the riverbed of the Cataract River they
cracked the rock in the riverbed, allowing thermal gases to vent into the river and
water to drain away.
Some residents who lived on the Cataract River formed the Cataract River Action
Party and successfully sued BHP Billiton in 1998 for the damage. The community
won their case, but to their dismay BHP Billiton then went on, undeterred, to longwall
mine underneath the nearby upper Georges river and damage it too.

Georges River Action Team (GREAT)
Next BHP Billiton planned to mine underneath the Georges River. And so the
Georges River Action Team was formed.
BHP Billiton claimed that the Georges River would not crack as the Cataract River
had before it because the geological conditions were different. A cement grouting
system was proposed to seal any cracks that did occur in the riverbed.
As a result of subsidence, 105 houses titled and had to be repaired. The riverbed did
crack and could not be repaired. BHP billiton has used cement to grout the cracks
they have made in riverbeds but there is no proof that this is a viable remediation
method.
Two megalitres of drinking water per day is still being pumped into Marhnyes
waterhole on the Georges River to maintain environmental flows (1.5 megalitres = 1
olympic size swimming pool). This drinking water is literally going down the gurgler
(below).
GREAT are waiting to see if the new mining subsidence approvals regime introduced
by the Department of Mineral Resources in 2004 will make any difference.
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Mining subsidence cracks the riverbed and drains the water away

Bargo River Group
The Bargo River is the missing link between the Nattai Reserve and the Metropolitan
water catchment. It is the major undamned tributary of the Upper Nepean River.
In the following map, vacant crown lands are shown in green. The Tahmoor
township is towards the north of the map. The Tarmour South mine caused cracking
in the Bargo River. The coal company sent longwalls underneath the Bargo River
and in 2002 they found that the river had dried up.
A month later a storm event started the river flowing. Another longwall was sent
underneath the river later in 2002 and it dried it up again. A 2km stretch of the river
dried up completely.
In 2003 another storm restored the river’s flow. As there is no baseline data to
compare this event against, it is not possible to confirm that the river has been
restored. If it has been restored, it was good luck rather than good management
that allowed the river to be remediated naturally.
The small orange section in the centre of the map has been recommended by the
National Parks Association as a reserve, as it forms a corridor between existing
reserves and the Catchment Special Area.
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Under NSW mining laws, each new mine has its own Commission of Inquiry to grant
the initial approval to commence work on a mine.
The Commission of Inquiry into the Tahmoor North Mine considered a longwall
adjacent to Tahmoor gorge. Austral Coal seem concerned about pulling back from
the river, but so far no coal company has been prepared to pull back 1km from the
river as recommended by research and requested by the community.
This section of the Bargo River is out of sight and out of mind of those in authority. It
could be months before anyone realises that damage has occurred.

Nepean Action Group
The Nepean Action Group’s campaign started when BHP Billiton’s Illawarra Coal
announced that they planned to longwall mine a 4km stretch of the Nepean River.
Longwall coal mining had already ruined the Cataract, Georges and Bargo Rivers.
Now BHP Billiton proposed to mine underneath the Nepean River in Douglas Park.
Continuity of mining to guard against job losses is the catchcry of BHP Billiton.
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Greens MP Lee Rhiannon joined the Nepean Action Group for a paddle to
raise awareness of the threat posed by longwall mining to the Nepean River

After a strong, consistent community campaign, BHP Billiton announced that they
would no longer go underneath the river, and would now position their longwall panel
180m from the Nepean River. Whilst this is an improvement, it only provides a 50m
clearance from the river’s cliff faces. They admit that they have seen subsidence
damage occur up to 500m away from the longwall.
The Nepean Action Group wants BHP Billiton to commit to only mining 1km from
rivers and waterways. They also want the government to limit the width of longwall
panels to further minimise subsidence.
These measures would provide the community with some security for their water
supply. The government must be prepared to enforce these standards for any coal
mining in our water catchments.

Illawarra Escarpment Coalition
The Cameera mine began in 1849, and as such is the oldest mine in Australia. The
mines are deep underground on unstable slopes that are now covered in debris. Fill
sites are scattered across the Illawarra Escarpment.
Recent times have seen a population explosion on the coast south of Sydney.
Developers have been buying up old mine sites that were not properly rehabilitated.
They have had no trouble finding engineers who will attest that subsidence can be
rehabilitated. Subdivisions have impacted on neighbouring forests and rainforest
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areas. These ex-mining lands often back onto state reserves. They are unstable
because they are filled with debris from old mine sites. In 1988 a big storm cost the
community $100 million to repair the damage caused on these sites.
Today BHP Billiton is the major mine owner in the Illawarra escarpment. Its draft
Illawarra escarpment plan is complete but local Councillors are delaying it from being
adopted so that developers can buy up the remaining land.
BHP Billiton's new Dendrobium mine, in the Sydney/Illawarra water catchment area,
is predicted by its own experts to cause unprecedented damage to the water
catchment and its surrounding environment. They openly predict extensive damage,
including riverbed cracks up to 20cm wide, drainage of streams and upland swamps,
landslides and rock falls, death of native vegetation due to methane gas emissions
and water poisoning and pollution.
The Illawarra Escarpment Coalition supports the 1km buffer zone for rivers and water
areas. It has little confidence in the EIS for Dendrobium. The mine is built on brittle
geology that is subject to cracking and the EIS is based on inaccurate mapping of
flooded old mines. There is no application of the precautionary principle. As such,
the group are calling for BHP Billiton to halt the Dendrobium project until the Council
adopts the Illawarra Escarpment plan.

Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective
The Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective consists of four groups that share the
responsibility for Woronora Aboriginal issues. They have made native title claims to
fight for the preservation of their Aboriginal heritage in the northern Illawarra region.
At times they feel that the government is working against their attempts to preserve
their Aboriginal heritage.
The Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective believes that mining companies get signoff from indigenous public servants in the National Parks and Wildlife Service who
are prepared to sign documents on request. The many Aboriginal people that live in
the region are not consulted.
BHP Billiton’s consultants cited a rock overhang that existed on the Dendrobium 1
site. It turned out to be an Aboriginal site of major cultural significance. BHP Billiton
had lodged a Section 90 application to destroy this site and other sites. They claim
there are only two Aboriginal artifacts on the entire Dendrobium mine site, which the
Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective refutes. NPWS did not answer their calls, yet
they have the power to sign off on Aboriginal heritage.
BHP Billiton could not get approval to destroy the cliff site so they withdrew their
application, saying that they would no longer be mining underneath the cave. Who is
to stop them going ahead and mining there anyway? The government departments
played no role in the final process. The company was the consent authority for its
own mine.
In response, the Northern Illawarra Aboriginal Collective is attempting to place spot
freezes on the mining project.
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Western Coalfields
An illuminating talk at the forum came from an independent environmental consultant
based in the central west. His story revealed why consultants must stay in bed with
government and industry.
This engineer told how he was engaged to do some consulting work on de-watering
at a mine. He found dramatic evidence of damage to swamps caused by subsidence
in the Newnes Plateau area. The company assured him that they knew how to
predict the collapse caused by longwall mining. He saw many examples where the
mining company predictions were very wrong.
The impacts of subsidence that he observed were on buildings, creeks, aquifers,
Aboriginal sites near cliffs, as well as the long-term impact of the drying out of water
in Newnes. He reported that the overstory of much of the affected area is already
dying and there is no baseline data to monitor this.
He told the forum that the mining industry uses the lack of baseline data as an
excuse for not being able to effectively monitor the impacts of mining, even though
they are required to establish baseline data as part of their conditions of consent.
He also told of one instance where an EIS cited a swamp. When he visited the site,
the swamp was completely dead. Another EIS described cliff collapses as ‘creating
new habitat’. The EIS that he worked with failed to identify the important issues in
the local environment. He reiterated the problem with the current system - once
approval for a coal mine is granted, it stands.

Lithgow
There are many old mine sites in the greater Lithgow area that have not been
properly rehabilitated. The city is littered with patches of coal waste and noxious
weeds, former mines that have been left untouched since their closure.
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There are a number of new mines that plan to rehabilitate mine sites by returning
them to pasture for cattle grazing. Lithgow Council accepts this as a legitimate and
suitable method of rehabilitation, even though the sites consisted of native bushland
prior to mining.
The Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) do not define pasture, as such. The
only thing remotely resembling 'pasture' that is likely to survive long-term is the usual
suite of noxious weeds that grow on the old Hermitage, Coalex and State Mine sites,
Blast Furnace Park, Portland Cement works and other former industrial sites in
Lithgow. The sites are all highly degraded as they have been mined on and off since
1910. Agriculture is not viable on such degraded land, and the revegetation of this
land to pasture is a cop out.
Another big problem affecting human health and the environment in Lithgow is the
management of fly ash. Pictured below is the fly ash dam as seen from the road at
the Enhance Place mine in Blackman’s Flat, near Lithgow. It looks more like a huge
grey mountain of ash than a dam.

Small communities living near to coalmines and power stations are regularly
subjected to fly ash blowing through their homes as the ash is transported night and
day through their communities.
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You might imagine that the air quality is being monitored with the state of the art
monitoring technology that is widely commercially available. In fact, the residents’
health is being monitored with outdated equipment that resembles are primary school
child’s science experiment (pictured above). These funnels stuck on a plastic bottle
capture dust in the area and are measured once a month.
This monitoring regime that the coal company follows to assure to the community
that the air quality is safe for human health is approved by the state government. A
quick internet search on “fly ash monitoring” reveals the many higher quality solutions
that are available. The government should be insisting that coal companies uses the
best monitoring equipment available and reports the findings regularly to the
community who breath the air.
There is an old uncovered asbestos dump at the end of a residential street in
Lidsdale, a small community near Lithgow. Unknown quantities of asbestos have
been dumped beside a creek that cuts through land that is owned by Centennial Coal
and managed by Delta Electricity. This creek flows into the Cox's River that feeds the
Sydney water catchment. Locals have seen children riding their bikes on the
asbestos dump and have found wombat diggings.

The local representative of the Department of the Environment and Conservation,
who was called in by Lidsdale locals, commented that everything was all right "as
long as it does not flood". In a typical sign of the second-rate status imposed on the
Lithgow region, the asbestos was not removed. A few signs erected around the site
amount to the only "protection" offered to locals against this most dangerous
substance.
Lithgow is a strong mining town with a long proud history of coal mining and, as such,
the community has been willing to stand by the industry for better or worse. Coal
companies are not investing enough back into this community that has made such an
important contribution to the growth of NSW.
The Council and the community faces the enormous challenge of breaking the cycle
of inheriting an environmental legacy of inadequate monitoring of pollution and poor
rehabilitation of mine sites for future generations.
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Newnes Plateau
A few decades ago nobody gave much thought to what happened to the surface
when coal was mined from underneath it.
In the 1980’s, environment groups such as the Colong Wilderness Foundation, the
Colo Committee, the National Parks Association and the Confederation of
Bushwalking Clubs brought to public attention details of the damage being caused by
subsidence due to long wall coal mining at the Baal Bone colliery at the top of
Newnes Plateau. Hundreds of cliffs and rock pagodas were collapsing along the
Plateau.
The mining industry had been content to have the public believe that underground
coal mining did not cause damage. Once long wall mining was found to be cracking
and draining the Cataract and Georges Rivers, the public’s awareness was raised.
The public imagines that the World Heritage listing of the Greater Blue Mountains
National Parks has protected the natural heritage values of the area in perpetuity.
And yet, the coal mining continues in the Newnes Plateau, an area of equal
environmental significance.

This image (above) shows part of Newnes Plateau that is already subject to intensive
coal mining and sand mining operations. There are current plans to build a third
sand mine in the Plateau, and subsidence caused by longwall coal mining continues
to drain the Newnes Plateau shrub swamps and collapse long stretches of cliff faces.
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The Way Forward
The road to hell is paved with good intentions.
Big companies will continue to appease coal communities with small gestures,
holding cosy meetings, preparing lavish reports and providing them to the relevant
Ministers.
Community groups by working together can become more effective advocates for
their communities and the environment, and will have a stronger voice when lobbying
government for a greater role in the mining approval process.
Community Consultation
A frustration shared by most at the forum was the community consultation practises
of the giant coal companies.
Concerned residents have no choice but to participate in these meetings, in their
quest to become better informed about mining projects in their community. Time and
again, the community consultation process was deemed to be unsatisfactory by
those at the forum. Some participants had favourable experiences on community
consultation committees, but they were in the minority. Most people felt manipulated.
Forum Outcomes
As a reflection of that shared frustration, the following resolution was passed
unanimously at the Coal Issues Forum:
Today saw the formation of the Coal Communities Alliance and all
participants became signatories to that alliance.
The Alliance calls on the NSW government to place a moratorium
on approvals for all new and existing coal mines.
The Alliance rejects the manipulation of the Community
Consultation Committee (CCC) process by the coal industry and the
government.
We call for an ICCC – Independent Community Consultation
Committee process. We want representatives of the Alliance to
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meet with Ministers Hickey and Knowles to discuss what form that
process will take.
Another key outcome of the Coal Communities Alliance has been to share resources
and help each other become better informed.
The Coal Issues Forum called for the release of the long awaited government White
Paper on the Environmental Impacts of Mining by the Department of Environment
and Conservation.
The Strategic Report into Coal Mining in the Upper Hunter Region, prepared by
DIPNR and well received by that community, was also circulated at the forum.
Participants resolved to ask the government to undertake the same study in their coal
affected regions and produce a similar report.
Forum participants are eagerly awaiting the final determination of the NPWS
Scientific Committee that long wall coal mining is a key threatening process under
the Threatened Species Act.
The Greens, environment groups and community groups have called for a
moratorium on new coal-fired power stations, with a move towards improved demand
management and friendlier cost effective energy sources.
The Greens MPs in the NSW Parliament have called for a review of the provisions of
the NSW Mining Acts.
Integrated regional monitoring and management systems need to be developed, with
the results made directly available to the local communities.
Research needs to be identified and carried out. Examples need to be sought from
other countries, from independent research not carried out by governments or coal
companies.
Towards More Sustainable Communities
It is clear that the wealth of regions like the Hunter, Illawarra and Lithgow is being
ripped off. Local communities are not getting the investment they need to enable
them to move towards a sustainable future. Instead, the government is closing
regional infrastructure, such as Newcastle rail. The Hunter is losing its rural aspect
as it is turning into an expanse of open cut mines.
Many coal communities are anything but prosperous. Most coal affected regions are
experiencing economic disadvantage compared with the rest of the state. Many
have higher than state average unemployment, with low income earners living next
door to high income earners. Singleton has the highest and lowest incomes living
together, and is second only to Sydney’s harbourside suburb of Double Bay.
The government should be moving towards building more just and sustainable
communities.
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The government needs to support new industries, fund research and development,
provide tax relief, create infrastructure, deliver training in alternative industries,
support displaced workers with retraining, redundancy packages, income
maintenance, purchasing equipment and paying compensation.
The main barrier to achieving this transition is the government’s addiction to coal
royalties. Long term contracts for coking and thermal coal are fetching record
industry prices.
The Next Step
The Coal Communities Alliance will convene again in 2005 to build on the successes
of the first NSW Coal Issues Forum.
To contact any of the groups featured in this report:
The Greens:
c/- Lee Rhiannon MLC
Parliament House
Macquarie Street
Sydney 2000
ph. (02) 9230 3551
lee.rhiannon@parliament.nsw.gov.au
www.leerhiannon.org.au
Mudgee District Environment Group:
Bev Smiles
PO Box 114
Mudgee 2850
p. 6373 4330
npovah@yahoo.com
Groups represented at the NSW Coal Issues Forum:
- Bargo River Group
- Illawarra Escarpment Coalition
- Northern Illawarra Aboriginal
Collective
- Lithgow Environment Group
- NSW Greens
- Colong Wilderness Foundation
- Nature Conservation Council
- EDO
- Minerals Policy Institute
- Rising Tide Newcastle
- Greenpeace

- Hunter Minewatch
- Hunter Environment Lobby
- Minestop
- Anvil Hill Progress Association
- Bickham Coal Action Group
- Mandalong Progress Association
- Chain Valley Bay residents group
- SOS Rivers
- Nepean Action Group
- Cataract River Action Party (CRAP)
- Georges River Action Team
(GRATE)
- Macarthur NPA
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